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Abstract 
 

With the expanding pattern of outsourcing information to the cloud for 

proficient information stockpiling, secure information coordinated effort 
benefit including information read and write in cloud computing is earnestly 

required. In any case, it presents numerous new difficulties toward 

information security. The key issue is the means by which to bear the cost of 

secure compose task on ciphertext cooperatively, and alternate issues 
incorporate trouble in key generation and management. This paper proposes 

a novel key generation algorithm which provides authenticity of cloud users. 

 
Keywords: Key Generation Scheme, Cloud, generation algorithm, 

authenticity, users. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Every where around, updating their personal lives started moving 
towards online. This has become the use of new technologies, like cloud 

computing, large data or numerous data to be processed every day, that 

should be stored and accessed, then the requirement come into picture that is 

hardware and software at each user level so the need of cloud came into 
existence. Cloud is a technology where it provides various services available 

to user, companies, organizations. For heavy data storage and computation, 

one can pay as per their use[1]. 
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Services can be rented and paid as per the need and requirement. There 

are basically two service providers who will maintain cloud, so many 

companies providing cloud services as Google, Amazon. To preserve data in 
cloud various encipherment methods and key mechanism procedures are 

implementing to provide secure[2]. 

 

 
Fig 1: Cloud Computing Architecture 

 

There are some constraints to be addressed while shifting the  paradigm 

to   the cloud , some specialist organizations are generally keen on decreasing 
activity cost, while others may lean toward security[15]. There are interesting 

kinds of fogs, each with its own special favorable circumstances and 

hindrances.Public Cloud  
As the name itself states that Services  of public cloud can be accessed 

and shared by all cloud members. It is open to all and provides free services.   

Private Cloud: The design  of private cloud is for specific company or 

organization  only intended can access to it high security restricted access to 
all.   

Hybrid Cloud: It is a mix of at least two inward and outer mists . it is 

more adaptable in plan and engineering. It offers different types of assistance 
to clients. 

 

2 Related Literature 
  

This section presents details about the security solutions meant for the 
cloud data storage in the existing literature. 

In [8], a trust based admittance control framework is introduced for the 

cloud information stockpiling. This work assembles a few trust models and 

cryptographic job based admittance control instruments. The trust models 
choose the parts of the cloud clients dependent on their dependability.  
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An information security model for cloud climate is introduced based on 

semi-believed outsider is introduced in [9]. This work centers around the 

issues, for example, key administration, access control and document erasure. 
Shamir's limit plot is utilized for key administration. Various key directors 

are utilized by the framework to deal with the key offers and it disposes of 

the issue of single purpose of disappointment also.  
A lightweight secure assessing plan for disseminated capacity is 

presented  [10]. This work proposes a lightweight secure reviewing plan for 

shared information in distributed storage dependent on hashgraph and an 
outsider medium. The outsider medium deals with the gatherings, which 

shapes a gathering by joining the TCP sliding window idea and other 

interlinked capacities to improve operator security. 

In [11], a security model is introduced to guarantee protection of clinical 
information in medical care cloud dependent on blending based 

cryptography. This work makes sure about the private wellbeing information 

in the cloud with the assistance of haze figuring. Tri-party single round 
validated key understanding convention is introduced based on bilinear 

blending cryptography for setting up the meeting key. 

A protected different watchwords based recovery framework that works 

over encoded cloud information is introduced in [12]. This paper bargains the 
information security issues in cloud with the assistance of Searchable 

Symmetric Encryption (SSE). The worker side positioning with Order 

Preserving Encryption (OPE) prompts information security spillage. This 
issue is taken care of by a two-round accessible encryption, which gives top-

k different catchphrases recovery. This work utilizes vector space model and 

homomorphic encryption.  
In [13], a personality based information re-appropriating with far 

reaching examining is introduced for distributed computing climate. This 

work prompts the clients to approve devoted intermediaries for information 

transfer to the cloud worker. The intermediaries are identified and approved 
by taking out complex authentication the board in secure conveyed 

frameworks. The proposed thorough reviewing reviews the birthplace, type 

and consistency of the information. 
In [14], security is presented as a service model for cloud computing 

environment. This work provides a baseline security to the cloud provider for 

securing the cloud infrastructure and several security functionalities are 
provided for cloud tenants. An identity based proxy-oriented data uploading 

and remote data integrity check is presented in [10]. This work follows 

identity based public key cryptography, which enables proxy oriented data 

upload and remote data integrity checking in public cloud. This work relies 
on bilinear pairings and Diffie-Hellman problem. 
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3 Previous Work 
 

3.1 Key policy Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) 

 

It is the balanced kind of conventional model of ABE. Customers are 

named with a passageway structure (AS) completed the data characteristics.. 

To reflect the passageway structure the riddle key of the customer is 
portrayed that customer can unravel. Key system Attribute Based Encryption 

(KP-ABE) plan is proposed for one-to-various interchanges[4][5].  

Consider takes input K a security limit and returns PK as open key and 

the structure master mystery Main key. Singular Key is utilized by message 
senders for encryption.Main key is used to make customer secret keys and is 

known just to the master. For enciperment figuring takes a plaintext M, 

general society key (PK), and a course of action of trademark as data. It 
yields the figure content (CT). Key age figuring takes as data a passage state 

(AS) and the pro puzzle key MK. It yields as a riddle key SK that enables the 

customer to translate the message mixed under a plan of qualities if and just 
if matches T[1]. Unscrambling is possible just if the property set satisfies the 

customer's passageway structure. The KP-ABE plan can achieve made sure 

about get the chance to control and more flexibility to *control customers 

than ABE plot[4][5]. 
 

3.1.1 Disadvantages  
 
The issue with KP-ABE scheme is encryptor can't pick who can 

unscramble the mixed data. It can simply pick undeniable qualities for the 

data, it is forbidden in some application considering the way that a data 

owner needs to trust in the key backer[4].  

 
3.2 Naïve Based Key Mechanism[6]  

 
The client really using old key age techniques to encipher the message. if 

the customer realizes his puzzle key for disseminated capacity. He will deny 
this puzzle key and the contrasting public key the opponent may make 

another pair of keys . if the key is sabotaged data from the cloud, again needs 

to encode and thereafter move these new authenticators to the cloud. 
Obviously, it is a tedious procedure, and takes extra time and resource[6]. 
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3.3 Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange [7]  

 
The Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange is a cryptographic traditional strategy 

to trade symmetric mystery key between a couple of clients the individuals 
who need to communiticate. This calculation produces public key by 

utilizing private key. The general population is traded by both the gatherings 

to create the mystery key however this calculation experiences man in the 
middleproblem.[7].  

Algorithm: Diffie-Hellmann key Exchange [7][16] 

   The algorithm requires two large numbers, one prime (p), and (g), a 

primitive root of n 
    Then, select any two private values c and d. 

    Compute public values m  and q. 

mʹ   = hc mod p 
q  = hd mod p 

Public values m and q are exchanged 

Compute shared, private key 
usra =m c mod p 

usrb = qdmod p 

Algebraically, we can prove that usra =usrb 

 
4 Proposed Algorithm 

 

It is a secret key generation scheme using this users can able to generate 

their keys in a secure manner. 

Algorithm: Shoo in: A Novel Key Generation Scheme  

 

  Initial phase: selection of µa 

Calculate  
αA= µa - ᶲ 1   

perform the following to generate the key by User A : 

    βA = (µ+ αA)* ᶲ 1 
    βB  =( αA+ αB) 

    Ky= βA+ βB 

Initial phase: selection of µb 

Calculate  
αB= µb - ᶲ 1   

perform the following to generate the key by User B : 

    βA = (µ+ αB)* ᶲ 1 
    βB  =( αA+ αB) 

    Ky= βA+ βB 

     

Experimental Results 
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5 Conclusion 
 

The proposed key generation algorithm provides secure key generation 

between the authorized users.  hence protection needed to secure user  data 

also users who are accessing the cloud this mechanism helps to generate keys 
based on user data hence authentication is achieved. 
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